Aggregation and deposition behavior of boron nanoparticles in porous media.
New kinds of solid fuels and propellants comprised of nanomaterials are making their way into civilian and military applications yet the impact of their release on the environment remains largely unknown. One such material is nano boron, a promising solid fuel and propellant. The fate and transport of nano boron under various aquatic systems was investigated in aggregation and deposition experiments. Column experiments were performed to examine the effects of electrolyte concentration and flow velocity on the transport of boron nanoparticles under saturated conditions, whereas aggregation tests were conducted to assess the effects of electrolytes on the aggregation of the boron nanoparticles. Aggregation tests indicated the presence of different reaction-controlled and diffusion-controlled regimes and yielded critical coagulation concentrations (CCC) of 200 mM, 0.7 mM and 1.5 mM for NaCl, CaCl(2), and MgCl(2), respectively. Aggregation and deposition experimental data corresponded with the classic Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) model and the constant attachment efficiency filtration model, respectively. Theoretical calculations indicated that both the primary and secondary energy minima play important roles in the deposition of nano boron in sand columns.